Roundup, October 28

Associated Students of Boise Junior College
**New Officers Take Place In Council**

Freshman class officers, elected October 21, took part in their first Student Council meeting Wednesday, October 26. Roy Fraser was elected president of the class with Jim Pulliam, vice-president; Pat Trask, secretary-treasurer; Malcolm McDonald, Maurice Leiser and Suzanne Tate capturing the voting positions of Freshman Reps. of organizations to the Council.

Freshman who won in the primary elections and the ballot with the winners were Jim Bell, John Baker, Marilyn Ackerman, Chauncey White, Pat King, and Betty Jean Konkle.

Only the representatives have a voting power on the Council, but all of the officers sit in on Council meetings and participate in the discussions of that legislative body.

**TEAM PLANNED**

Students interested in joining a proposed tumbling team are asked to leave their names in room 118. If 10 or 15 men show an interest a team can be developed. It will be able to put on some exhibitions.

**CAMPUS CALENDAR**

The space will be used as aUBstr of campus events, club exhibitions, and assemblies if the socially conscious or the secretary of all clubs and organizations in the campus will leave notice of the dates on which such data are meeting or have scheduled events in room 116. The Calendar can be of assistance in making the work of clubs easier if those officers will cooperate in putting 2 notices. Please turn in any material requests to the Tuesday morning preparing "Round-Up" publication.

The Editors.
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Too many know nothing of the work of the Student Service Fund. This service fund deals with the giving of free medical service, books and food. The ratio in which the money is allotted includes approximately one-third to Europe, one-third to China and one-third to the Near East. The money before distribution to the areas is first sent to Geneva, Switzerland, and then dispersed to the actual areas.
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A student who wants to send a CARE package needs only send the money to the WSSF marked CARE and it will be credited towards the total.

Realizing the bond of good will stronger, college students can only get them through WSSF.
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An Easier Way...

After sitting in on a number of Student Council meetings we began to wonder if there couldn’t be an easier way to get things done than to have all of the committee members be chosen up to an already over worked group of students. And, we found a plan...a plan used in many large universities and found to effect a greater success in student affairs. This plan would not only enable a Student Council a great deal of time but it would make their job a much easier one. It would also enable interested and able students on the campus to play a much bigger part in student affairs and would bring forth bigger and better ideas to insure the success of campus covering.

Our plan would bring out the best in ideas and the best in material for chairmanships and committee members. We believe that it would be a great aid to the Student Council in carrying out their responsibilities and in engendering school spirit. We hope that the Student Council will notice our plan and give thought to it as a means to toward improved student council meeting.

The Plan: When, at the beginning of the school year, before a campus event such as Homecoming, there arises a necessity for many club members and committee members being chosen, the council would only have to announce that petitions for the chairmanships and committee members be chosen up on a given date.

Any student interested would merely have to pick up a petition in the council room, fill it out according to the information desired and return it to the council by the date set. On the petition he would give the reasons he feels capable of the job, such as part work in that field or his actual record in high school or his freshman year of college. He would list the responsibilities he believes he can handle and the qualifications that the position calls for along with his ideas for the success of the job be done. By the student would be able to handle committee membership if he did not desire a chairmanship. When the entire file was ready, the Student Council would be the judges of the petitions, weighing the merits, experience and abilities of each petitioner along with the ideas extended, until they come up with the person suited to the job. All petitioners could automatically become committee members because their interest, ideas and enthusiasm would be valuable to the success of the.

By this plan we believe that the best in ideas and committee material would be available to the council at a lower cost of time, work and worry on their part.

E.K.
**Kampus Kapers**

We don’t know if Allen Jackson is loved with football or if he just loves being a character. Anyways, during the Idaho Bowl game, he ran competition with the Broncos. He is a group of young ladies with his name.

It is a tool which is the most interesting to watch—the Broncos playing football or the “philie” boys...Yeah.

**Toni Ware Responsible For Coiling of Beard**

For years men have been plagued by the lack in variety of men’s coiling supplies. But this situation has been suddenly changed by the Boise Junior college campus. In a group of stylists and irritates.

We don’t know if Allen Jackson is loved with football or if he just loves being a character. Anyways, during the Idaho Bowl game, he ran competition with the Broncos. He is a group of young ladies with his name.

It is a tool which is the most interesting to watch—the Broncos playing football or the “philie” boys. Yeah.

**Fashin Race Continues at Full Speed**

Fashions for the year seem to be in one trend and that trend it needs. Several of the boys as will as the girls are wearing sweaters. Such as Jim Lewis, Ben Shurly, John Magilac, and Steve Ashford are wearing sweaters. The girls are wearing pants and sweaters. Never to be outside in every body’s wardrobes—even in the boy’s, so far as we know.

Have you seen those wool tweed suits... In front of his home, he hardly realize that this beard is a symbol of the past. During the next three years he brought these new styles to our people.
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BOISE JUNIOR COLLEGE’S "THIS IS YOUR COLLEGE" on the air with the combined efforts of student producers, campus leaders and the Women’s Ensemble, campus music group. From left to right, front to back: arry MacDonald, Graham, King, Erstad, Hal, Biggs, Sawyer, Hepner, Little, Muhonen, Moushore, Brubaker, Rich, Craven, Allen, Crane, Anderson, Kinsey, Mrs. Farter, Sawyer and Oehlenschlager.

SCHLEICHER LECTURES

(Continued from Page 1)

failure of a society to give to the individual basic satisfactions. Fascism does in the glorification of the nation. However, Dr. Schleicher said the antifascist state is not just a submitting servitude to a democracy, but it is an organization.

He stated that the U. N. is most important now because it is a forum for discussion between the Eastern and the West. But that is not enough because the U. N. is merely consultative. It doesn’t delegate enough authority to the super government or the Federal Union.

Mr. Schleicher feels that peace depends upon whether we can build a workable world government; and therefore the U. N. should prepare the world for international government.

Professor Schleicher summarized his talk to the student body by saying that since the nations of the world are all faced with the fear of mutual destruction, they may realize how important the organization of a strong world government is.

One of Dr. Schleicher’s pieces of evidence supporting his belief in the necessity for more adequate international institutions was the fact that the United States has

Radio Class Presents Show on Station KIDO

On Saturday, October 22, at four o’clock, Boise Junior College went on the air over station KIDO to present the first in a series of college broadcasts entitled “This Is Your College.”

Master of ceremonies, Malcolm McDonald, opened the show with an introduction of the program followed by the Women’s Ensemble singing “If I Loved You” and “All The Things You Are” directed by Mrs. Lucile Fuetsch and accompanied at the piano by Jarocie Anderson.

Student leaders on the campus took part in the show by telling of the purposes and responsibilities of their respective organizations. Among them were By Erstad, student body president; Fred Biggs, vice-president; Earl Rose, treasurer; Wally Robertson, secretary; and Keith Higginson, sergeant-at-arms. Other charter members are: Dick Black, Lucy Ogan, Delbert Hearst, and Ben Shirley.

Pledges have been ordered, but there are still a few openings. Those people pledges are: Robert Jurek, Dick Mason, Maurice Lister, Dean Skinner, John Brodys, Dan White, Paul Walter, Dick Sanchez, Gary Jones, and Gary Richardson.

The sweaters have been ordered and will be hers within a few days, according to Wally Robertson, secretary. The club has also formed a hockey team and is going to hang the Women’s Athletic association. The members have also sold concessions at the past two games.

Valkyries

No, it isn’t true. The Valkyries were really sporting long red beards last Monday or so as Ramona Gobilia, Grace Smith, Frances Malstrom and Kaye Westfall were receiving little initiation. Preceding this on-campus initiation the pledges formally initiated in a ceremony held in Virginia Dunn’s home. A pot-luck dinner was also held.

To provide money for scholarships the members held a cake sale at The Mode, October 23. Plans and work have also begun on the Homecoming according to June Sawyer, club president. Several members will take tickets at the game tonight.

Associated Women

The Associated Women are busy working on the pageant for Homecoming. It will be the “Music” which will act as the official coronation for the Homecoming Queen. They will go on sale Monday and will be sold until the 16th. Orders will be taken in the hall and in Mrs. Burke’s office and later picked up at the game from an AW booth. Outside dates may be brought to the floats. More news regarding the pageant will be given at a later date.

Half-time ‘Crowning’ Slated For Tonight

Instore fans will be entertained tonight at between halves period by a mock “Crowning of the Homecoming Queen.” The Half-time Student Council will put on the show, which is said to equal the Wakes game entertainment. Jerry Hill and Bob Greven are in charge of this week’s show.
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Dr. Kwoh Gives Lecture on World Student Fund

Speaker Tells How We Can Help Educate

"...since wars began in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defences of peace must be constructed" — so ended the lecture given by Dr. Kwoh in the World Student Service Fund assembly last Monday. We who were there, understand more the reason for the world's interest in W. S. S. F. since seeing the film on the needs of devastated Europe and Asia. Their physical needs are fully recognized and given the important valuation they demand, Dr. Kwoh said.

He added that CARE is doing a magnificent job, and WSSF, as a member of the American Council of Voluntary Agencies, is proud to be cooperating actively with the agency. Our particular interest is to see that the emotional and mental needs of our friends across the sea, are not forgotten or neglected. The hunger for knowledge is a need that must be met for only when we understand each other can the nations of the world hope to ever again completely meet the needs of mankind and realize "Peace on Earth and Good Will Toward All Men."
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Team Triumphs Over Last Two Opponents

The Boise Junior college Broncos gained an undisputed lead in the Intermountain conference by downing their last two opponents on the home field to chalk up their 26th consecutive victory.

Fans witnessed the Broncos go on a scoring spree October 14 to defeat the lighter but gallant Utah Branch Agriculture squad by an impressive 42-12, and come back the following Friday to edge the favored Weber college 24-7.

The Branch Agriculture game got off to a slow start with the first period ending at a 1-6 deadlock. However, the Bronco offensive wave began in the second quarter with scoring honors credited to the entire backfield.

The contest was highlighted when Bob Wilder dashed 98 yards to pay dirt on a Branch kickoff.

In the Weber tilt, the home team unleashed a slashing ground attack to score in the first seven minutes of play. Two more tallies were added in the second period by a deadly passing attack to end the home scoring.

Weber's score came in the first minutes of the fourth quarter, following a third period drive which put the Wildkats on the Boise two-yard line.

The squad will meet a determined team from Southern Idaho College of Education tonight who will be aiming at an upset of the high-flying Broncos.

Matrimony - A public institution that earns a man his Bachelor's Degree while his wife gets her Master's.

Sideline Opinion

By Bob Van Buskirk

There are several people on the campus that can start eating their words for the criticism handed out for picking the Boise Broncos to go undefeated.

After my last column people cornered me. "Do you actually think the Broncos can defeat Weber?" I admitted that I did and was a little surprised that even some of our stars were betting on this highly over-rated team from Ogden. However, even though I figured Boise to win, I was a little surprised to see Boise win by two touchdowns. I was picking the boys to win but by only one touchdown.

That BJC line looked exceptional last week. Those boys were charging harder and tackling harder or than they have all season. They were opening holes big enough for a task to crawl thru. That goes to prove but one thing, that when the pressure is on and the boys are "humped up" they show more fight. The odds were all against them—at least that's the way the Stateman plans it. The 200-yard line, the fast, heavy backfield and the brilliant signal calling and passing of the Weber quarterback was supposed to overtop power Lyle Smith's aggregates.

The passing was stopped before it ever got started. One line would smear their passer before he had time to collect his wits.

Jim Sponsler aids in the tally by blocking Branch quarterback Monte Nyman from the most challenging tackle of the play. Other Branch players in the background are Ken May ('39) guard, and Dick Evans ('39) end. Sponsler (right) again aids in a Boise touchdown as he clears the way for Earl Williams, going over center, for the first tally in the Weber-BJC contest.

The cameraman caught Williams just as he was hitting the dirt and making his famous long stretch in order that the ball would land over the goal-line.
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C&S Sports Equipment

Ray Lewis is still complaining about being tossed out of the game with Weber and tells me he still has a headache from the deal.

The thing all came about in the last quarter when Lewis concluded his job of blocking. He says he failed to hear the ref's whistle and just kept charging. It seems the Weber man didn't appreciate it and somehow got Lewis down and began dologing. When the referee got to the scene Ray was about to haul off and let the Weber man have it. Next time listen for the whistle, Ray!

Telling the boss what a good worker you are is worth one cent; SHOWING him is worth ninety-nine.

Musical Supplies - Records - Piano - "Conn" Instruments
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